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A new generation in pre-heating
technologıy for EAF steelmakİng
A scrap preheating shaft independent of the EAF has been devised which maintains

an airtight seal during all stages of charging thus preventing emissions to the
atmosphere. EAF operation and productivity are improved through continuously
feeding scrap at up to 800'C to the furnace thereby maintaining flat bed operations
with its associated reduced noise and power flicker throughout melting.
By K Rummler*, A Tunaboylu** & D Ertas***

Fig 1 The EPC scrap pre-heater mounted on
wheeled bogies moves to mate with the
off-gas and wall charging port of the EAF

E\IER increasing electrical costs, stricter rules on
CO2 emissions and tighter environmental regulations mean steelmakers have to decrease enir-

high heat loss to the cooling uıater.

gy consumption and to recycle waste materials.
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a reduction in electrode and refractory con-

sumption due to reduced tap-ro-rap times.
As fourth hole off-gas systems were developed in the EAF roo[, attempts were made to
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Energt Sauing'The EPC reduces electric
EAF.

Independenı Scrap Chargıng: Charging of
the scrap basket is carried ouı whi]e the EAF

poıver is on and independent of the furnace
operation. This improves the operation and
reduces the power-off time. Also, this eliminates the need for opening the EAF roof so
substantially reducing hear loss lrom the Fur-

nace.
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Dountime/Maintenance ü Less Heat
from ııater cooled paııels There are no
critical water cooled mechanical parts such
as fingers, there is no need for conveyors and
no ad"ditional -ut.r .ooü palts afe pİesent
which may result in unforeseen stoppages,
requfe lntenslve maintenance and lead to
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Scrap temperatures can reach 315-450"C,
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addition, as operations become more efficient

to maintain. Eventualiy, hot scrap handling
actually starts to reduce productivity and

frcfeases malntenance costs.
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and tap-to-tap times are decreased, scrap preheating operations become increasingly diTfiiult

Fig 2 The EPC continuously charging scrap
from the preheater chamber to the EAF
with the second bucket charged to the
charge hopper
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Less Flicker Related to the flat bath EAI
operation, preheated scrap and the constant
energy input, flicker and harmonics are
reduced on the power supply grid. This also
ieads to lower arc noise.
Sauings on Scrap Treatment. Approximately
€10/t liquid steel are saved through not
requiring special scrap treatments.

EPC descriptİon

An important concept of the EPC charge system
is to be able to charge the scrap independent of
the electric arc furnace operation so reducing
rhe environmental impact of operation.
EPC is a shaft type preheat furnace, based on
AC technology in the EAF. The furnace ııili
maintain a large hot heel (nearly 40%), so that
uniform operating conditions can be maintained.

EPC remains in the same position during tilting
to deslag and tap the furnace as there is a
20mm gap befween the EAF and EPC
The scrap charging system consists of tıvo
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upper shell to mate with the off-gas duct and
side charging port of the furnace (Fig 1) but it
can be drawn back during maintenance. The
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energy consumption by approximately

100k\X/Vt compared to the conventional
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panels (WCP) and minimising thermal shock which additionally
helps in extending the roof delta life.
Higlıer Return on Inuestment: The EPC fea-
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As ıvell as reducing energy demand and
improving safety, preheating scrap increases
on

to eliminate these.
post-combustion is

equipment damage.
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Longer EAF Roof ü Roof Delta Liues As
there is no need to open or close the furnace

Environmental Pre-heating and Continuous
Charging (EPC) has many advantages:
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Fig2).
fuinace flovıs

through the preheat chamber preheating the
scrap. Scrap temperatures as high as 800'C can
be achieved. The exit temperature of the off-

gas from the chamber is around 200"C. The offgas leaves from the top of the preheat chamber
and flows to a bag filter. Part of the gas can be
recycled to the furnace to regulate the inlet gas

temperature to the preheater
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Fig 3 a) Charging 2nd bucket to charge hopper while heating charge from 1st bucket. b) Normal operation continuously charging preheated scrap to EAF. c) Preheating full charge of scrap. d) Charging 2nd bucket to charge hopper while continuously discharging heated
scrap to EAF while off-gas is diverted
At the base of the preheat chamber, there are
two screw type pushers These operate in two
stages alloıving scfap to be fed into the furnace
at a constant rate

Operational modes of EPC
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Preheating next heat for EAF (Fig ]a)
Preheating of lst bucket of next heat in preheating chamber
Second bucket charged to hopper.
Preheating inside EPC (Fig lb)
Start feeding preheated scrap into EAF after
tappmg
Pre-heating chamber half empty charge hop
per can move to waiting/charging position
Charging Preheating Chamber (Fig 1c)
Move scrap from charge hopper into pre-

heating chamber
Preheat 2nd bucket of next heat in pre-heating chamber

Off gas flap closed.

Preheating inside EPC
Scrap bucket in wairing position
Continuous feeding of scrap to EAI during
power onCharging to Upper Charge hopper (Fig 3d)
Start feeding of preheated scrap
Opening of sliding gate on top of EPC
Charging of next bucket into charging
hopper
Off gas flap open to divert gas

Scrap is fed continuously to the furnace until
the desired bath weight is achieved This is fol-

lovıed by a short refining and super heating
period fo1louıed by tapping of the heat. The furnace de-slagging and tapped takes place in the
same way as a conventional EAF.
Power input is expected to be almost uniform
throughout the heat. Most furnace operations
are fulIy automated. The rate of transfer of the
scrap into the preheater chamber from the
charge hopper is fully automated based on the
scrap height in the preheat chamber as well as
the temperature of the off-gas. In turn, the
feeding rate of heated scrap to the EAF is related to this and to the actual poıver input
Carbon and oxygen injections are controlled
based on the depth of foamy slag in the EAF
The EPC can be retrofitted to an existing

EAF vıith the

necessary modifications

to

the
louıer she]l and upper she1l and roof for charging through the side ıvall and diverting the offgas through the scrap preheater. An important
consideration, hoıvever, is that there is suffi-

cient space and height in the meltshop to
accommodate the EPC.

Discussion

Several technologies have attempted to max-

imise the use of chemical energy in the EAF
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flue-gas through post combustion of the
remaining combustible components These

processes are dependent on achieving pseudo
equilibrium where oxygen has completely reacted rvith these fuel components (carbon, CO,
natural gas, etc) to give the maimum achievable energy input to üe pıocess.
Other processes have attempted to maximise
the use of the energy that is input to the furnace
by recovering heat energy from the off-gases (eg

Fuchs shaft furnace, Consteel, EOF, IHI

Shaft). These processes are dependent on good
heat transfer from the off-gas to the scrap. This
requires that the scrap and the off-gas contact
each other in an optimal uıay.
Each of these processes have been able to
demonstrate some benefits. The key is to develop a process that uıill show process and environ_
mental benefits ıııithout having a high degree of
complexity and without reducing productivity.
There is no perfect soiution that.ıvill meet the
needs of all steelmaking operations. Rather,
steelmakers must prioritise their objectives and
then match these to the attributes of various

furnace designs It is important to maintain
focus on the folJowing criteria:

-

To provide process flexibiliry.
To increase productivity while improving

Iniection of soLids into the bath and into the
slag layer should be distributed across the bath
surface to maximise the efficiency of slag foaming operations. This will also enable the slag and
bath to move closer to equilibrium. This in turn

will help to minimise lime flux requirements
and will improve the quality of the steel.

The melting vessel should be air-tight

to

reduce the amount of air infiltration. This u,ill
]ower the volume of off-gas exiring rhe furnace
leading to smaUer Fume system requiremenrs.

Scrap preheating

most

favourable option for
off-gas. For processes

m

the

ree of

chemical energy in th
comes
even mofe rmportant, as mofe enefgy ls contained in the off-gas for scrap preheating. To
energy contained

to achieve postpost-combustion
t ıı.i]l be difficult.

Staged post-combustion in scrap preheat operations could optimise heat recovery further.
Operations which desire maximum flexibfitv
at minimum cost will result in more hybrid fur-

nace designs. These designs wili iake into
account flexibility in feed materials and ıvill con-

energy efficiency.

-

To improve the quality of the finished product.
To meer environmental requirements at a

mlnımum CoSt.

'Şğith these factofs in mind,
the folloıving
conclusions are drarvn:
The correct furnace selection will be one üat
meets the specific requirements of the individual facility. Factors entering into the decision
will likely include availabfity of ra'ıı materials,
availability and cost of energy sources, desiıed
product mix, level of post furnace
treatment/refining available, capital cost and
availability of a trained şıorkforce.
Various forms of energy input should be balanced to provide the maximum amount of flexibility. This will help to minimise energy costs in
the long run, ie the capability of running wiü
l-ıigh electrical input and low oxygen injection or

overall optimum for the whole steelmaking facil-

ity.Universally,themost,f
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the converse

Energy input into the furnace needs to be
well distributed to minimise the total energy

requirements. Good mixing of the bath will
help to achieve this goal
Oxygen injection should be distributed evenly throughout the tap-to-tap cycle to minimise
fluctuations in off-gas temperature and composition Thus, post combustion operations can be
optimised and the size of the off-gas system can
be reduced. In addition, fume generation rvill

be minimised and the slaghath
equilibrium will be greater

approach to

By

considering

the above

iıem

Technologyand ıG. Tec have developed
patented soludon EPC for pre-heating s
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Basis on the concept, design, manufacturing with innovative Technologies on

ılve

the move, CVS offers complete solutions with the highest level of operating
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efficiencies and ecological solutions for Creen-field Projects of the Meltshops
and Rolling Mills as well as upgrading the existing ones.
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